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Objectives Bell Ringer Anticipatory Set Procedures Assessment Closure
Mon. Meeting and greeting

people.
Vowels sounds
Alphabet
Discover where French is
spoken
Have students enroll in
Duolingo

How do we greet
people in English?

Teacher-led conversations
in French (Beret talk)
Music video fill in the
blanks activity (MVA)

TTW model
French greetings
TSW Practice
in pairs
TTW present
vowel sounds
Ball toss
practicing vowel
sounds
Show video
detailing facts
about the French
language in the
world
TTW model
alphabet song
TSW sing along
with the teacher
TSW sing
independently

TTW spell French
words in French and
the students will
write them down

Around the
world with
the
alphabet

Tues. Adjectives describing mood
(good, bad, so-so, great,
etc.)
Ask and answer how one is
doing
Asking and telling name
Practice vowel sounds and
alphabet

What are some
expressions that
we commonly use
to tell how we are
doing?

Beret talk
MVA

TSW pair up to
practice previous
day’s material
TTW model new
vocab
TTW will present
interactive PPT
on new vocab
TTW show a
video of a French
conversation

TSW present their
dialogue to the class

Conversation
ball toss
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TSW practice
using greetings
with a partner
TSW complete
worksheet on
vocab
TSW write a
conversation to
act out

Wed. Accents on letters and how
they affect pronunciation
Days of the week
Numbers to 30
Ask and give age
Discuss the differences in
how Americans and the
French greet each other

Fill in the blank
conversation with
a word bank

Beret talk
MVA

TTW Present
accents and their
function (TSW
take notes)
TSW learn days
of the week song
TSW complete
worksheet on
days of the week
TTW present
numbers 1-30
orally, then
practice with the
students.
TSW count while
tossing a ball
TTW show a
video on the art
of the the French
kiss, “la bise”

TSW read a list of
numbers to a partner to
check their
understanding

Thumbs
up/thumbs
down
comprehensi
on questions

Thurs. Review topics of the week
Months
Asking for and giving
birthday
Benefits of learning French

Solve math
equations with the
French number
word given
EX: deux plus
deux = ? (4)

Beret talk
MVA

TSW complete a
scaffolded
worksheet with
all of the week’s
topics

TSW take turns going to
the board to participate
in a web-based map
game

Mad gab (a
board game
that
increases
auditory
processing
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Geography of the
French-speaking world

TTW present
months of the
year song
TTW model how
to ask for
someone’s
birthday and give
theirs
TTW distribute a
world map with
Francophone
countries
highlighted for
the students to
label

and
executive
processing)

Fri. Expand feelings vocabulary
Review of the week
Quiz
Learn about Paris and its
history

Name the holiday
of a given date,
which will be
written out in
French
EX: Le quatrième
jour du septième
mois (the 4th day
of the 7th month)
4th of July

Beret talk
MVA

TTW conduct a
review with
various activities
(written and oral)
TSW take quiz
TTW show a
video about Paris

Quiz Mad gab


